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From Dowry to Decoration
“Westernized” nations have had an interest in Ottoman culture and art dating back to the 15th

through the 18th centuries. At that time, the Ottomans were slowly increasing their influence
across eastern Europe and encroaching on western Europe's doorstep, Vienna. However, wealthy
Europeans did not see the Ottomans as much as a military threat, but as exotic foreign people
whose culture provided unique goods for wealthy people to use as decorative shows of wealth
and power. Europeans knew little about ruling class ottoman culture and fashion, this little
understanding provided a fascination towards these customs portraying them as exotic pieces,
stripping the objects from their cultural value. Buying and displaying these exotic objects would
show one's place in society as an elite figure.

Fast forward to today, the fascination with exotic objects from developing nations
persists. However, the interest of western consumers has switched from upper-class Ottoman
objects to objects that would be found in rural areas of modern Turkey, like textiles, wooden
kitchenware, and jewelry. But these objects were not made for the purpose of being hung up in
someone's home, most of the pieces that come out of turkey today were made for the purpose of
a women's dowry. A dowry is a type of payment, given by the bride's family to the groom at the
time of marriage. Despite the modernization of turkey in the post-World War I world, traditional
marriage practices like the dowry have continued to persist in rural areas that are far enough
away from government oversight. Traditionally, dowry in Turkey was kept to textile products
such as embroidery, clothing, bed linen, and carpets that are hand-made by the bride before her
wedding. Dowry preparation was and is an important skill for young females living in rural
areas, who have few opportunities for education and employment. Typically, a daughter begins
preparing her dowry between the ages of ten and twelve, where they would be taught to knit and
weave. The dowry functions as a way for women in rural areas to show their abilities of craft
which is a necessity for keeping their families economically stable. In these rural areas that are
highly patriarchal, since women are seen as socially inferior, dowries play a vital role in
advancing the status and prestige of the bride's family. As stated by a mother from a village near
Ankara, “When there is no dowry, of course, it is not good. A girl without dowry feels very
strange, as if she has nobody as if she is an orphan.”

For these women, the objects that which they labor over are the only forms of expression
they are allowed to participate in, not only because of patriarchal views that women's roles are
regulated to the home, but also economically the only option. Today we see an equivalent way
people value Turkish objects that were common in the 15th-18th century of Europe, that is
Exoticism. Wealthy consumers see these objects as exotic works of art that come from distant
lands. The mystery and nonwestern styles of art are what give the object value in the west, not
the original purpose of the object or the material and social condition that went into the necessity
of the object. By displaying these Turkish objects in a decorative setting, you remove all the long



cultural history that the object shows but also continue to reduce the value of the young women
whose livelihood depended on the creation of these works. I show these works in an exhibit
setting as display items in a home while providing the actual practical use that the object would
be made for.

Piece #1- Nazar Boncuk
Newly made: Istanbul, Turkey

The Nazar Boncuk is an ancient talisman that is present throughout the Middle East, but
in Turkey, it is the most widespread. The Nazar Boncuk is everywhere, hanging on doors, in
offices, cars, and even on the walls of buildings. In English, the talisman is referred to as the
“evil eye” despite its meaning. The Nazar Boncuk, which translates to “pearl of the look”
symbolizes the jealous and envious look of others, which would have the power to cause various
misfortunes to a person according to popular beliefs. Turkish people believe that this amulet
protects its holder from the bad energies of envy by absorbing them.
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Piece #2- Konya Yastik
1930s: Konya, Turkey

This piece was originally a yastik from Konya. A yastik was a small pillow that would
have been used on a couch or day bed. Rugs and textiles from Konya share many qualities. Rugs
from Konya often show an elaborate prayer rug design, with a monochrome red field. Carpets
from Konya often have two floral medallions depicted called the Memling Gul, named after a
German painter. Also typical is the main border with detailed patterns with two more secondary
borders that depict flowers and vines.
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Piece #3- Sumak Kilim
1850s: Eastern Caucasus

Sumak is a type of flat weave technique that was used for rugs and other textile uses. This
specific piece was made in the 1850s in the Caucasus. The weaves' original purpose was to be
used as a baby's cradle that would have been suspended from the ceiling with ropes. Within the
piece, you can see many traditional motifs that were common across the regions. The crosses,
hooks, and eye motifs within the piece represent protection from the “evil eyes” of envy that
might be brought upon the child.
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Piece #4 Wooden Grain Scoop
1930s: Central Turkey

A wooden Grain scoop created a century ago, smooth all around except the handle
depicting a straightforward design. The crafting of these items was important for women's
practical use. Bread bowls, breadboards, and grain scoops have become exceedingly popular
items to be bought by western consumers. However, these consumers do not have a practical use
for these items, so they are hung up for decorative purposes instead.
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Piece #5- Konya Bedding
1920s: Konya, Turkey
This piece also originated from Konya in the 1920s. A much thicker pile than the other Konya
piece was originally used as bedding during the cold months. No dyes are added to this piece,
only using the natural colors of wool. The central medallion depicts an “evil eye” with two
crosses on either side of the medallion. These represent protection from the evil eye and the
bedding would have served as that protection from envy.
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